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New Thesis™ Seating From Mayline®
Proves That Having Options Is Always a Smart Choice
SHEBOYGAN, WI—October 15, 2015—Today’s dynamic business environments demand options
and Mayline’s newest seating line Thesis™ delivers with maximum comfort, style, and above all,
versatility. The multi‐purpose training chair is designed with a host of options to meet the wide
variety of needs in today’s business spaces—from conference and meeting rooms, to any
learning environment.
In addition to a comfortable sit, Thesis™ offers many options
to meet users’ needs—from back and arm styles, custom
upholstery, glides, and more. For starters, customers can
select from a stationary gray poly backrest, or a flexible
black poly back that provides gentle recline and contoured
lumbar support for additional comfort. The seat cushion is
available in a choice of over 150 Momentum® seat fabrics to
customize and complement décor.
Thesis™ chairs are also available with no arms, two flip arms, or right arm with writing surface.
No matter the choice, the seat and arms flip up for compact nesting and also stack vertically for
storage efficiency and maximum use of space when not in use. In addition, the writing surface
automatically moves to the side and into storage position when users stand.
“We are excited to introduce Thesis™ Seating,” said Paula Forseth Dick, Senior Product
Manager. “With modern design, crisp clean lines, numerous options, and overall comfort,
Thesis™ will be a popular choice for many!”
Find out more about Thesis seating here.
About Mayline® Company, LLC
Mayline® heritage began in 1939, manufacturing drafting tables as the Engineering Supply Company. Today Mayline®
is one of the leading mid‐market contract furniture manufacturers in the U.S., offering a complete collection of office
furniture, filing, storage, and customized solutions. Mayline® understands you have unique workplace needs, so
every effort is made to optimize the environment to fit both your style and your space. For more information please
visit www.mayline.com.
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